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A WORD

From the EDITOR
le Cirque Volant©

This is it. The last issue of Volume 2. It may be the final issue 
of le Cirque Volant forever. We’re still deciding on continue-
ing forward with Volume 3, indeed. Although we have in ex-
cess of 3000 readers and over 100 contributors to LCV, it’s a 
tough call - emails have been streaming in from readers over 
the last two years and based on the comments LCV should 
continue - we have had only a limited number of advertisers 
and promotors in all the 24 issues but the photography has 
remained superb - we have linked up with famous aviation 
photographers, online aviation photography sites and have 
been associated with a number of sites which have actively 
promoted LCV. The interest is there, that’s a fact. However, 
the emagazine. LCV, has been alomost entirely self-funded 
(time, effort and bandwidth) and, as it is with ‘private con-
tent magazines’, a labour of love. We have been thrilled, 
astounded and humbled by the experience in this venture. 
We started Le Cirque Volant on the day I was retrenched (or 
laid-off as others would say) and, with my friend and mutual-
venturer, Les Booth in the USA, ‘founded’ the engine called 
‘eDIGImag® which we perceive (and still do), as being the 

next ‘new media’ format, surpassing the printed word of hard-
copy magazines. Two years later, I’m still jobless, and look 
about in awe that I and LCV have survived thus far. le Cirque 
Volant was and is supported by many loyal readers far and 
wide - from all the time-zones of the USA, Europe, Australa-
sia and, my continent-base, Africa. We have had many fa-
mous aviation photographers feeding stories and images in 
return for copies of LCV. Now that’s a community.  I’ve had 
fun in learning about layout and design and have built up a 
piece of publishing software I would have thought impossible 
when we started out. Our subscription rates, for what it mat-
ters, remain the same. Our commitment to the LCV project is 
as strong as ever, and would like to hear from the readers - 
should we go forward? (email : lecirquevolant@gmail.com)
In order to commemorate the 24 issues, ‘the Best of le 
Cirque Volant’ is being produced, again unsponsored and 
self funded, in the form of a PDF like this publication, a soft 
cover printed edition and a Limited, Signed, Numbered hard-
cover edition. See the promotional panel within the pages.
The Editor .......

Screenshot from 
Tom Harnish©



Selling your Aircraft Images as Prints

Well, as the story goes, what do you do with the images you have in your 
library? Over the last couple of years, many amateur photographers have 
asked me to help then sell their images on the open market. Sure, I said, 
but what do you have that could be sold? First time around, I have a 
gawp at their images in their libary, and weed out the not for production 
images, and generally categorise images for genre reference.
This you must do as a priority because you can be swamped with images 
of the same aircraft taken on the same shoot, or over a number of events 
or whatever. Too much in the general pile of pictures.
Best bet - organise yourself - and your pictures before you start thinking 
of print production. Here, depending on the software you are using to 
‘hold’ and view your pictures (from Picaso® to Lightroom© and every-
thing else inbetween) to enable quick reference and selection for print 
possibilities.

The advantage of a good catagory is harmony in all your pictures. I 
personally use Adobe®Lightroom© for image storage and catagorisa-
tion. This piece of software uses a fairly clever database of keywords for 
your library which does enable maximising genre and specific aircraft 
location. Lightroom© does other stuff to do with actual images, but the 
Library mechanisim is outstanding. The good thing is that it does not 
alter your images in any way, merely executes and stores changes to the 
image ‘specification’ with adjustments to exposure, cropping, colour and 
various plugins to fix your images.

Clue :  your ‘end-point’ is a print, so decide on what type of media you 
are going to print on. Remember that you don’t want to incur too much 
of an expence in print production as to bring your final product way 
above what the market will allow. Gone are the days of ‘selling’ an elec-
tronic image to a client, even in full frame, un-watermarked JPG format. 
You’ve sold it, the client can do what the client wants with it, and before 
you know it, the image is used all over the media space. Not good. This 
is where printing comes in. You control the number of prints available 
in the market; you can have a limited edition of a print which can be 
numbered and of course signed (maybe by hand) as one would do with 
fine art reproductions. If you control the production of prints from the 
outset, they now have a perceived value to the buyers in the market. As 
I have discovered over time - a picture of an aircraft is just that, a picture 
of an aircraft. My clients prefer a picture of ‘their’ aircraft - crisp and clear 
and printed big for mounting, framing and hanging. However, many of 
my clients, besides the crisp and clear images, also opt for a more ‘arty’ 
image either of their aircraft or some scene or other that invokes a bit 
of emotion, a personal meaning or even a distant memory which they 
want to re-live. It works, the client buys. So, do you have the ‘second use’ 
image? Probably not, at first blush, but yes if you can ‘manipulate’ the 
image into a super rendition for printing purposes. Then to the output, 
the print. What size, what media, what quantities? Sizes which are cost 
effective , (forget Postcard, Jumbo or A5, A6,) tend to be A4 (near 10x8) 
and A3 which is bigger than A4. Larger sizes in the International Print 
formats tend to be quite expensive as you would be going the LFP route, 
but not out of your market’s wants, up to A0, and by special order only. 
Just have the option to do Lrage Format Printing avaialable.   

by Paul Lindenberg
EDITOR le Cirque Volant



And so to Media - the main output being :
PHOTOGRAPHIC & DIGITAL print media.
The photographic papers, matt or/and gloss are usually what the client 
orders. This can be expensive and can eat into your margins if you don’t 
price correctly. Using Digital prints is way better as the quality of print is 
as good as photographic paper if you use a high-resolution printer and 
good quality ‘paper’. But, again, price correctly.

Examples :
Image printed on A4 Photographic paper, Matt. Cost at X units.
Sell at X times 15.0 units.
Image printed on A4 Digital paper, Matt. Cost at Y units.
Sell at Y times 8.0 units.
Where you see X, use the price your local photographic shop would offer 
you a print for. Where you see Y, use the price a professional print com-
pany would offer a print for.

Suggested Pricing in USD ($) :
A4 Digital Print costs $1.00, sell for $ 8.00.
A4 Photographic Print costs $3.00, sell for $ 15.00.
A3 Digital print cost $2.00, sell for $ 26.00
A3 Photographic print cost $5.00, sell for $ 36.00.

Obviously, your printer would offer you price breaks (for printing one 
image many times, or a whole lot of different images at one time) which 
can be used to your advantage in your pricing and ultimately, your prof-
its. You notice that I have not suggested you use your own A4/A3 photo-
graphic print with inks etc .. But this is an option, just too expensive.

See the next chapter on how to actually process your prints, ready for sale.

And so to Market. The Clue here is “Know your Market”.

Most buyers of aircraft prints prefer a fairly large image for their walls. 
That’s a fact. Most aircraft print buyers look for rarities, printed images 
of rare aircraft, usually a collection of different images of the same rare 
aircraft, or a series of rare aircraft. Rare being veteran or vintage, or rarely 
seen aircraft. That’s a fact too. Most buyers of aircraft prints love the idea 
of a limited edition series, especially if the images are signed and marked 
as 1/10 for example. That’s a fact as well. And of course, the price is im-
portant too. There are exceptions to the above facts, as always.
So, where do you find these buyers? 

The Internet :

The Internet provides  a good stay-at-home mail order system. Proven 
value for buyers but they have to be able to trust you. After all, you don’t 
print an order without receiving payment, and the buyer is reluctant to 
part with his hard-earned money without guarantee of delivery as per 
spec offered on your website. (Using an HTTPS secure site and/or Pay-
Pal® payment engine is a real advantage but can have some setup costs 
which could effect your bottom line.) In this case, the Internet method, 
you have to market your internet portal through your network of friends 
and contacts. This ensures a mild amount of traffic to your site which 
may convert to a sale. This works quite well, and some touts live a good 
life selling images, especially of aircraft.

Physical markets :
This is probably the premier method of selling your prints : face-to-face.
Look for aviation type events (air shows, flyins, exhibitions) or general 



markets, such as county fairs, informal multi-vendor, or formal, organ-
ised week-end markets (as opposed to a shop front). Here you would rig 
up a stand (a large table), exhibit your work (display for viewing) and 
have the prices in clear view for passing trade to see. I know of  many art-
ists/photographers who have permanent space booked in market places 
and again, they do quite well financially. 

The Product : This is what you sell.

Best bet : have a number of prints done as samples, either in photograph-
ic media or digital print media which you would display, physically, on 
your stand at ‘the market’. 
On the internet, organise a website from those who specialise in eCom-
merce sites especially for the photographer. 
One example is http://www.PhotoReflect.com but there are many oth-
ers. Your choice. What I am saying is - don’t try and build your own site, 
let someone else do it, with all the bells-and-whistles involved. It’s well 
worth it. Here you can display all your offerings in catagories and, show 
prices, ordering and payment details. Simple.

As for physical martkets, this is the best way to sell images because your 
prospectives can actually see and touch your products. As a further aid 
to selling, have a couple of  your samples mounted and framed, and on 
display. Have a mechanism for taking orders for ‘out of stock’ prints and 
perhaps have a small printed catalogue on the table for people to page 
through (I know of someone who has a slideshow looping on his laptop 
on site which attracts many to their table).
The above mentions are gleaned from years of selling my prints online 
and physically. I hope it helps you.

Try it out

Original Cropped Frame

Printed, mounted and Framed



A Full Work Flow Tutorial

The physical effort required to reach an end point, in this case a singular 
print, can either be a long affair or a method which allows rapid post-
production with defined goals in mind.
The Long Affair is a disorganised technique of post-production which, 
ultimately, achieves the same results as a focussed method. It just de-
pends on how much time you have on your hands and how much time 
you are willing to spend ‘messing’ with your images (maybe you did’nt 
notice how long it took to post-produce an image to printing stage).
Here is a ‘basic’ work flow technique which you can expand on, refine 
and re-use every time you upload images for production of prints. Your 
‘defined goal’ is an image ready for printing, internet rendition or final-
image stored on your computer hard-drive.

Pre-Production.

Plan your shooting capacity : rather have a couple of  smaller (1Gb) im-
age storage cards formated and ready, rather than a single high-capacity 
(8Gb) unit. This is safer, notwithstanding the reliability of firmware 
these days.
Visualise the images you require based on the ‘reason why’ you are tak-
ing the pictures. This is something that does take time to assimulate but 
once you have mastered this thought processs, it becomes second nature. 
Go forth and shoot.

Post-Production.
Here is where the story really starts .... now that you have images on your 

camera storage card, you will be uploading to your computer ‘on’ which 
your prost-production will be carried out.
Use your preferred software for uploading with the following provisos -
RAW processing capabilities? 
It is better to shoot in RAW format as image corrections to WB and ex-
posure because RAW images have more flexible ‘adjustments’

Catalogue or Image indexing available?
If you have taken 10 images on the shoot, or 100 images, you have to 
keep track of all of them. As to the detail of each image, your processing 
software should have the capability of Indexing globally (i.e. using the 
word ‘Aircraft’ as a ‘collection’ of images) and indexing or using key-
words  with DETAIL for each image.

‘Export’ module integrated within your software?
Having post-produced initially your newly uploaded images, you should 
be doing a further step in your post-production - this is to export your 
adjusted, cropped, and fixed images to another image package, such as 
Adobe®Photoshop©. 

Now the fun starts .. all your newly aquired images, having gone through 
a pre-process stage (RAW conversion, Exposure, Dust & Scratches, 
Cropping and exported to.. ) and now you have the opportunity to add 
your watermark, copyright signature, descriptive text box and perhaps 
some ‘filter adjustments’ to produce you final images. Although creative 
and fun, this can take quite a while if you have chosen even just a dozen 
images for final production. 



Here’s a REAL TIP  to help you do post-production timeously.
Build up a ‘template’ containing your most commonly used ‘elements’ which you 
would normally add to your prost-production images, but without the image 
present, other than a place-holder for the image. (See the image sequence on the 
right-hand panel)
1. The post produced image. The original image was in RAW format and pre-
processed for exposure, dust & scratches elimination, and cropping. The first 
stage for the image with regard to ‘rendition’ was adding a ‘cepia’ tone plus adding 
era-specific dust & scratches.
2. The Template. Set up an A4 or A3  (and in this case a landscape layout) frame. 
Set a colour for your matting border (this is useful should you produce a ‘print’ 
which would use an ‘off-the-shelf ’ wooden frame). Add your descriptive text box 
and your copyright signature to the template. (The text box and signature shown 
in the template on the right are in large text for clarity purposes - you would de-
fine the font and the size according to your requirements)
3. See the following page for a larger view of the templated image.
4. Use this technique for all the images you require. You will find that the work-
flow is quite rapid once you have defined the template. Here are some of the 
important work flow ‘clicks’ :
1. Open Template.
2. Open Image
3. Select all of the image
4. Copy 
5. point to the template
6 Paste the selected image
7 Adjust the image into the template image place-holder.
8 Change the Text/Caption. Position the ‘signature’
9 Flatten the new image and ‘save as’ to a new directoty.

1 .Post Produced image :

2. The template

This is the description or 
caption of the image

paullindenberg©

Images, text, fonts and template are for illustration only



This is the description or 
caption of the image

paullindenberg©

3. The Final  Print.  Place your image over the template as a layer - adjust to fit proportionately. Change the Image desctiption/caption box text - 
choose a font and size. Position your copyright signature where you require it to be seen but not to detract from your picture and schoose a script 
type of font but keep the size of the font fairly small. If you are using a layer-based image, flatten the layers, resize the image if you require and save 
your post-production image with a meaningful name



Camera-to-printer
A Short Illustration - Flow Chart

Upload and pre-process Post-production/Rendering

Compose & Shoot/ Store

JPEG - RGB colour space - photographic
up to A4 and 260Gram Ink Jet

JPEG - RGB colour space - photographic
up to A3 and 300Gram Ink Jet

Adobe - CMYK colour space - digital LFP
up to 1200mm wide, 360Gram papers and specialised ma-
terials. Ink Jet and Dye-sublimation technologies

Logos Copyright Adobe®
for Lightroom and Photoshop

Printer Images Copyright CANON®

Copyright ScanDisk®

Copyright CANON®



Promo





The Best of le Cirque Volant

Joshua Nyhus, 21, from Torrance, Ca. USA, Co-Founder and Webmaster of APSo-
Cal.com was raised around aviation. His Great Grandfather, who raised him, was 
the Aeronautical & Astronautical Senior Scientist Engineer at Douglas/McDon-
nell Douglas/Boeing for 38 years. He also had a partnership-ownership of an air 
show performing SNJ-5.

AD-6 Skyraider
Joshua Nyhus©



The Best of le Cirque Volant

Classic image from the Arazona Aviation Photographers.
Heritage Flight by Joe Stremph©
Featured in Volume 2 Issue 10



TAIL PIECE

A series of images 
for the client/owner/
operator of Beech-
craft B58, piloted 
by Steve George as 
Pilot in command 
and providing over-
watch Mike George 
flys overhead and 
lands at FAKR, 
Krugersdorp, South 
Africa.

paullindenberg©

paullindenberg©
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